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Season's Greetings
May you feel the handle as the rod bows…
the line tightens and your net fill plentifully
with new memories.
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The good fishing starts when a river imposes itself on the angler.
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Editor's Notes an' Ramblings...
Yeah…I’m going to find some place to celebrate New Years Eve…Not
to celebrate the coming of the new year… BUT, I just want to make sure
2020 leaves!!!!
As I look back over the past few months I find myself lucky to be
the editor of this newsletter. I’ve gained some wonderful friendships
along the way from different parts of the country, and am able to share
friendships like this with all of our DFC Trout Bums.

DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

•

• Committing to conserve,

Bob McKeon,

DFC Newsletter Editor, Graphic Guru,
Head Wrangler of Stuff, Certified
Lawn Tosser of Old Rods an' things.
Questions/Comments?
Catch me at:
rmckeon2@cox.net

restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing

approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment

• Promoting responsible
angling practices
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Just the other night I ran across a web site from the Suncoast Fly Fishers
in St. Petersburg, FL and with Trout Bum buddy, Jay Figley, we hooked up
to their Suncoast zoom meeting featuring, Andy Mill, saltwater trophy
fly fisher and former Olympian ski champion. We were entertained for
over an hour as Andy talked about fly rods, reels and fishing for Tarpon. Andy reminisced, giving us an insight as an USA Olympic Ski team
member, Trophy Fishing Tournament participant, and gave us a tour of
his Man Cave (his house, his whole house!). Andy gave us a few secrets
that I think both Fig and I might be able to apply on our lakes & streams
here in Arizona. Host mediator, and SFF president, Rick Warfel kept us
all greatly organized for the evening. As the zoom meeting went on I
became friends with their Suncoast FF newsletter editor, Bill AuCoin.
I asked, Bill to drop me an article on their fly fishing at War Veterans
Memorial Park in their part of the country. See page 12 as Rick Warfel,
shows off a nice Spotted Seatrout.
Also, among some of my editor friends is Terry Greiner, from the Red
Cedar Fly Fishers, in Okemos, MI. Terry along with a few of his club members have joined us with some of our recent club zoom meetings. too.
Terry and I have traded articles often in the past. I asked Terry, to add
his experiences using a Spey Casting and Fishing the Muskegon River (one
of my old haunts) in Michigan. Terry looks like he had a good day and
some action, as we all wish for. (page 8)
Welcome, Bill AuCoin and the Suncoast FF to our DFC Trout Bums here
in Arizona and a thanks to Terry Grainer for gracing our pages. Look
forward to staying in touch with both of you. Your friendship is treasured.
Among this DFC December issue we’ve got our favorite DFC Trout
Bums who are always so gracious to provide an article(s). This has been
a tough year on all of us while being held hostage by the Covid-19. Our
DFC board of directors hope that through our occasional “Bulletins,”
monthly newsletter and now sharing a visual contact with “zoom
meetings,” we're able to hold all of us together as a club. It’s all going
to get better…we're in all this togther...we’ll stay in touch.
Happy Holidays, Bob McKeon

The Holidays are a special time, when we can take stock of family,
friends and the things that mean the most to us, individually and as a
people.
It’s an opportunity to connect, to share— reminisce, believe in ourselves and conscious of the blessings we have. Even if it’s a virtual
celebration, it is real, and it is dear.
From all of us here at the Desert Fly Casters Nation, we wish you and
yours a celebrated Christmas. And, thank you for your friendship
throughout this troubled year and knowingly we’ll all have a much
better 2021.
We'll stay connected...

2020 Desert Fly Casters
Board of Directors

President's Drift

Frank Schettino • December 2020

Greeting fellow Trout Bums,
I hope you all had a safe and Happy Thanksgiving and stuffed
yourselves with lots of turkey and pie. Christmas will be here in
no time so get your lists ready for Santa. I’ve got mine ready and
its big this year.
This months Zoom meeting is going to be a great one. We
have Fisherman extraordinaire, author, artist and an all around
super great guy Jeff Currier. Jeff will be doing a presentation on
the worlds best trout destinations, you don’t want to miss Jeff.
An email will be sent out with info on how to join the meeting
so check your inboxes. See you there. • Lastly, from my family
to yours, I would like to wish everyone a very Merry Christmas, a Happy Hanukkah, Happy Kwanza,
Happy Festivus to you and your family.
Merry Christmas everyone....Until the next meeting.
Tight Lines,
Frank Schettino
...bada-bing-bada-boom

DFC CLUB BEAT
What the Fish Tell You What They Want- Jim Strogen • page 4

*Distraction from the Elections, Went Fly Fishing- Larry Gallegos • page*6
Club ZOOM Meeting • Fly Fying Corner • page 5

Spey Casting and Fishing the Muskegon, Terry Greiner • page 8
2021 Club Outings, Joe Staller • page 9
Joe Miller- Conservation updates • page 10 & 11
Wade Fishing in St. Petersburg, FL, Suncoast Fly Fishers • page 12
Update 2020 & 2021 Club Outings, Jose Staller • page 12
2020 DFC Rocky Point , Vince Deadmond • page 13
The Path to Wisdom , I.B. Wisdom • page 14
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When the Fish Tell You What They Want
by Jim Strogen

My fly rod is in my car pretty much year-round. I generally fish with two
flies, which is permitted in Arizona, and I keep those same flies on whether
I am fishing Green Valley Lake, a Rim Country stream, or Woods Canyon or
Willow Springs Lakes. I fish with two flies to give the fish a choice. Often
one will get a lot more attention than the other fly, but the second fly will
catch an occasional fish and cause me to keep it on the line for fish wanting
that particular pattern
If I don’t raise a fish or two after working through water that I think
should entice a strike, I certainly will change flies looking for what the fish
are interested in that day.
I carry two fly boxes when I fish. One is my go-to box that pretty much covers any situation that I am likely to encounter, while my other box is filled
with much smaller flies when the fish get a bit more selective. Occasionally I
will carry a third box filled with my dry flies.

This is the kind of pool that is about a quarter mile above the Water Wheel
parking lot. This is a great time to explore them as the swimming hole traffic
has dwindled.

I rarely use the dry fly box because I generally am fishing with flies under the surface that imitate the bugs that the fish see most of the time.
Aquatic insects spend only a tiny fraction of their lives in the adult flying
stage, so I almost never start fishing on the surface.
Sometimes I will see a swarm of insects above the water. Even then, I don’t
get particularly excited about changing to a dry fly until the bugs actually
approach the surface of the water, or I see fish coming to the surface regularly.
Since I am fishing flies below the surface, I am often using an indicator
to help me see if a fish has grabbed my fly. While the brightly colored indicator looks nothing like an insect, I will occasionally have a fish smack
my indicator.
If this happens more than once, I will usually shift to a dry fly offering,
perhaps including the color of the indicator in the fly pattern. This happened
recently on the East Verde River.

This is the kind of pool that is well below 3rd Crossing.

While I could see trout rising, whatever they were feeding on was much
too small for me to see. Sometimes in those situations they are actually
feeding on the aquatic phase as it tries to emerge from the water to become
an adult.
I switched to two dry flies of different size and color to see what they
would like the best. They liked them both and I began getting hits on both
flies.
Good dry fly fishers have the ability to wait a precious second or so before
setting the hook. When a fly is floating on the top of the water, it is important not to set the hook when the fish initially breaks the surface to inhale
the fly. Instead, you need to wait until the fish turns and heads back down
into the water with the fly in its mouth before setting the hook.
My wet fly fishing has trained me to react immediately. When I am fishing
a dry fly, I often pull the fly away from the fish before he has taken it into
his mouth completely. It sometimes takes me three or four misses to get my
timing slowed down for dry fly fishing.

This is the kind of pool that is above 2nd Crossing.

That is what happened on the East Verde. I missed the first several fish.
Once I slowed down I began to catch fish. They were Gila trout, most of them
only about six to eight inches long, but beautiful fish that were happy to
swim away after release.
By this time, my smaller trailing fly had gotten quite a bit of fish slime on
it and no longer floated as it had at the start. No problem, the fish accepted
it as an emerging insect and grabbed it regularly just below the surface.
The floating fly a bit further up the line continued to do well, too.
In about an hour, I caught and released nine trout on dry flies, when I had
only caught three fish below the surface during three hours of fishing earlier.
On most days, fishing below the surface is my ticket to success, but by
paying attention to what the fish were telling me they wanted, I had a blast
catching fish on the surface.

There are three strains in the East Verde River. The fish on the left is a Whiskey
Creek strain, while the fish on the right is either a Main or South Diamond
Creek strain. • The Diamond strains are generally smaller in the river, but very
willing to take a fly of any size. They were the ones attacking my dry flies.

Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly - Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com
photos by Jim Strogen
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You are invited to the Desert Fly Casters ZOOM Club Meeting
DECEMBER 9, 2020 • 7:30 PM

The World's Best Trout Destinations
with

JEFF CURRIER

Join Jeff as he takes you to some of the greatest trout fishing destinations on the planet. Pick up some of the valuable international trout techniques he’s learned along the way, enjoy the stories behind these distant trout and
find out how you can find your way to any of these magnificent fishing destinations.

Topic: Desert Flycasters Monthly Meeting 2020 December
Time: December 9, 2020 • 7:30 PM Arizona Time
How to connect
Join Zoom Meeting

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87158257524?pwd=SnBndDdOKzVYWXQ2T3FYNVluYzI0dz09
Meeting ID: 871 5825 7524
Passcode: DFC

Fly Tying Corner

No Intermediate tying until Covid allows meeting.
Zoom tying sessions are being discussed. If you have the set up to show tying
and would like to guest tie, let us know.

December Flies of the Month
Opal Drake

Hook: Tiemco TMC100, size 12.
Thread: Brown 8/0 (70 denier) or 6/0
(140 denier).
Tails: Moose body hair.
Abdomen: Medium opal tinsel.
Wing: EP Silky Fibers, gray.
Thorax: Brown dry fly dubbing.
Hackle: Brown and grizzly

Rabbit Strip Zonker

Hook: 3XL streamer size 6 or 8
Flash in Tail: Hareline Ice Wing Fibers
(Gold Blaze)
Body: Hareline Ripple Ice Dub
(Bronze Peacock)

Green Eye Damsel

Hook: TMC 2302 size 8 to 16
Eyes: Metal bead chain painted green
Underbody: 15-20 wraps of .010 lead wire Tail: Olive ostrich herl
Rib: Copper wire
Body: Olive ostrich herl
Shellback/wing buds: Mottled brown
medallion sheeting
Legs: Olive Emu feather
Thorax: Olive dubbing
For slower sink – substitute glass beads and
skip lead wire

For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.
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Distraction from
the election coverage
...I went Fly Fishing!
Guys:

Our little family has joined a new (to us) Colorado fishing club. We
recently purchased a lot in a subdivision that is bisected by the Colorado River. This stretch is a tailwater, located below Lake Granby, and

by

Larry D. Gallegos
Anato May Fly

has steady flow year-round. Ownership of a lot comes with private access to
a 1.4 mile stretch of the river as well as two lakes and other amenities.
We plan to build a home there and spend our golden years high in the
Rocky Mountains. For now, we call our new vacation property "the club."
Warm weather is coming to an end in Colorado so yesterday, my neighbor
Randy and I went up for some late spring fly fishing. It was still cold when
we arrived. The ground had a thin crust of crunchy snow and the lakes were partially frozen over. But the river was ice-free and flowing beautifully. A clear
blue sky, bright sun and no wind held the promise of a warm day. At least we
hoped so, as the air temperature was only 31 when we wadered-up.
I wet my line just above the bridge as Randy finished rigging. I had three bows
in the 14-inch range and two other hook-ups by the time he finished. The first one
took an Anato May and the next two ate my Iliamna (color) Egg dropper. I can't say
what the two hits took as the hooks-ups were pretty brief but I was happy - it
looked like the beginning of a terrific day of fishing.
We walked a long way downstream from the bridge, to about the middle of the
club property. This section of the river has quite a few nice riffles with deepish
pools below. It started slow, though. I only found a few takers in the riffles and
the top of the first plunge pool, places I normally expect to find fish. As I moved
to the seams, then the soft water away from the seams, things picked up. I caught
6 or 7 good size rainbows in the slow water and outer edges of the seams. Randy's
results further downstream were slower using a soft hackle Pheasant Tail and an
RS2. But it was early yet.
Randy suggested that we explore further downstream. He soon found a bend with
a fast riffle and pool and started catching bows on about every second or third
cast. He'd changed the Pheasant Tail to an Anato May, which is fast becoming my
go-to fly. I tried the long stretch of slow water below Randy's riffle but it produced only globs of moss. I kept heading downstream. Randy, who can spot fish a
mile away, later told me that this slow stretch was loaded with fish.
I came upon the remnants of an abandoned concrete structure which forms a narrow channel with very fast current. This fast water, in turn, has carved a deep
pool below it. In other words, it looked very fishy. I raised my indicator and
started casting. I got a few hits and landed one bow in the fast water and considered adding more weight. But, being lazy by nature, I decided to try the narrow
seams first. Good choice. I caught several strong and well-fed bows, maybe 4 or 5,
most in the 16 to 17-inch range. Apparently, they were sitting in soft water and
watching the fast current for feeding opportunities.
When this pool slowed down, I decided to re-rig. My egg was still in decent
shape so I moved it to the top fly position and added a tan Hare's Ear as the dropper. That was the right move as, one or two casts later, an 18-inch rainbow
ate the Hare's Ear. That was my BFOTD. The next hook-up may have been even
bigger but I'll never know - it took off with my Hare's Ear leaving nothing
but a little pig-tailed piece of tippet as a souvenir. I need to work on my
knot tying.
By this time Randy had moved below me and was catching one after another
in a fast-running bend. He let me have his spot as he re-rigged. Randy then
moved further downstream where he could see fish schooled-up. We each did
pretty well in those spots.
By this time, the air had warmed to the mid 40s and, with no wind, that felt
pretty warm, balmy even. We could have kept fishing but were getting hungry. We'd
caught enough fish to call it a day so we walked across an open field back to the
car for a late lunch. The air was warm, the sun was shining and the sky was blue.
Add some snow-capped peaks and hard fighting trout into the mix and you have the
makings of a great day at the club

Questions, Comments an' never believing in clever taglines...

Catch me, Larry at: relaw@msn.com
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One thing becomes clearer as one gets older and one's fishing experience increases,
and that is the paramount importance of one's fishing companions.
John Ashley-Cooper
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Spey Casting & Fishing the Muskegon River
by Terry Greiner, Newsletter Editor • Red Cedar Fly Fishers • Okemos, Michigan
The Muskegon River in Michigan runs 216 miles from its headwaters in Houghton Lake
southwest to Lake Michigan. It offers a year round fishery but it's probably best known
for the salmon & steelhead that enter the river in the fall and spring. These anadromous fish run roughly 50 miles from the big lake upstream to Croton dam and can go no
further.
Fishermen have been chasing these fish in the fall and spring since they were introduced years ago with fly rods in the chuck 'n' duck style and also with the basic indicator
(bobber) method pitching egg flies and nymphs. Spey casting for them is a relatively
new style that really took off 6-7 years ago and has grown ever since. Several “speyfests”
have been held here which have helped introduced this style to the fly fishers who've
grown tired of the other methods of chasing, primarily, steelhead. Numbers are not
what one's looking for here, but a steelhead “player” that's ready to nail a fly as it swings
by their lie. These takes are not subtle and most times you have to just lift the rod slightly
to have them on the hook.
One can use these rods from boats as well as wading. This river however, is fished
easier from a boat and jets are the preferred craft due to the many rocks/logs/sandbars &
difficult wading up and downstream. Guides take beginners to experienced clients out
to fish the long rod usually in the 13' to 14' length due to the width of the river and in the
6 to 8 weight size.
The guide will position the boat above and to the side of a promising run and have
both anglers cast to the same side. Once the cast is made (with no hookups), he'll raise
the anchor just enough to allow the boat to move 3-5 feet downstream. The anglers
will continue to cast till a fish is either hooked or the run has been covered. Then they'll
move to another run and continue spey casting all the way down the river. Skagit, scandi,
and long belly lines can be used but due to the (usually) large weighted flies and deeper
water here, skagit offers the best bet.
I've gone out several years in a row with one of this rivers' premier fly fishing & spey
casting guides ~ Feenstra Guide Service. Kevin and his guides have years on this river
and know where the best swinging runs are located as well as the chuck/duck stretches.
Unlike some our smaller Michigan rivers where it's easy to see the deeper runs the Muskegon can take a long time to learn where to fish with the spey rod. In the fall you can
easily see salmon on their redds & in spring the same with steelhead.
On a recent trip with Drew Rosema, we had the good fortune to have him put us in
areas that offered the best opportunities. One or two fish a day using the spey rod is
considered very good. This trip I landed two and lost two, one because I couldn't reel

quickly enough with cold fingers and gloves. Kevin's flies are
not the typical ones you would find in a fly shop. He's developed patterns over his years of experimenting on this river.
Some from his website: feenstraguideservice.com
Kevin and his guides use a boga grip to hold the fish in the
water from the boat to allow it to regain it's strength before
releasing it. All of their fishing is “catch & release”. Late October to early December offers the best chance to swing flies
for steelhead here. Temps can range from the 50's to a high
of 17 in the pic on the bottom right. That day the water was
42 degrees. The darker fish have been in the river for awhile
while the chrome ones have just recently enter the river.
Swinging flies for our steelhead means down in the water
column as our fish usually will not rise to a top water fly. This
calls for sink tips of some weight and short leaders in the 3-4'
length. Tippet strength ranges from 6 lb. To 12 lb. based on
the water clarity and depth. The average fish weighs in at 5-6
lbs. for the “skippers” all the way to the rare 20 pounder. Mine
in the upper left was 16 lbs.
Gloves and hand warmers are the norm this time of the year
along with boot foot waders and heavy wool socks. Even
though we're not wading the feet do get cold so come prepared for cold and hope you get lucky that day. Cloud cover
is preferred as is most fly fishing during the daylight hours.
Half the fun of speycasting is....the casting. When I first
started this style after 35 years of single hand fly casting, I
soon realized how a rank beginner feels when they pick up
a fly rod for the first time. This is just roll casting but there's
more steps than just 10:00 – 2:00 with the one hander. Takes
time but the results are worthwhile when you layout a decent
cast and the guide compliments it. Hope you all get the
chance to try the spey/switch rod as they're now producing
them for trout as well.
Questions • Comments? Catch me, Terry at: tlgreiner12@gmail.com
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LOOKING AT 2021 DFC OUTINGS...

Right on, Joe..
Looking
forward to
fishing 2021!

2021 Holidays
Super Bowl –Sunday Feb 7 • Easter – Sunday, April 4 • Mother’s Day –Sunday May 9
Memorial Day—Monday, May 31 • Father’s Day – Sun June 20
Labor Day –Monday, Sept 6 • Halloween—Sun, Oct 31 •Thanksgiving— Thursday, Nov 25

Our DFC Board has a tentive 2021 Outings schedule in place.
We are keeping in mind saftey first with each date and we will keep you
updated with all available information as it develops.
Questions/Comments??

Catch me, Joe Staller, The Outing Guy at:
stallerjoe@gmail.com • cell phone: 602-568-9431

"Creeps and idiots cannot conceal themselves for long on a fishing trip."
John Gierach
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DECEMBER
2020
Desert Fly
Casters
Conservation
Corner
JOE MILLER
DFC Conservation Chairman

Questions?
Catch me, Joe Miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com

Winter’s Coming! Stream Flows are LOW! Get Your
Fishing in Now! Lots of Opportunities!!!
Lees Ferry: Fishing Well! Our secret spies tell us Lees Ferry is fishing great, especially up on the 4 Mile Reef. Sizeable, Fat, Healthy, Robust Rainbows, in good numbers, all
day. NO Fall High Flow Event (HFE) on Lees Ferry this Fall! Our Recreational Fishing Reps
on GCDAMP Program have succeeded in advancing Recommendations for better flow management on Lees Ferry to the Secretary of the Interior, and there is a Possibility of a Spring
High Flow Experiment if sufficient sediment from the Paria River Occurs; they’ve been working for that Spring Experimental High Flow to coincide with some scheduled springtime
dam repairs. It’s a rare Opportunity!!

The Brown Trout Incentivized Harvest Program at the Ferry has
now launched, Receiving and registration stations are in place. No
word yet on activity or results. More will be reported.
Black River Forest Restoration Project Environmental Assessment (EA)
The Springerville and Alpine Ranger Districts of the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forests,
has received comments, many from Conservation & Angling oriented groups, on the draft
environmental assessment (EA) for the Black River Restoration Project (Approx 94,000 acres,
Just to the south and West of Big Lake), including from DFC, and is now analyzing those
project comments. This draft EA analyzes action alternatives designed with stakeholder
input for the purpose of restoring forest resiliency and ecosystem function through actions
focused on restoring forest structure, reintroducing fire to the ecosystem, and improving
the condition of riparian areas and streams along with associated aquatics habitat.
We’ve been working on this Forest, Stream and Water Resources Restoration Project, together with AZGFD, several agencies, several NGO’s, and many others for several years
now. It will include stream restoration work on the West Fork Black River Drainage for
Apache Trout, and other streams holding either Apache Trout or Browns, and/or Rainbows. Our DFC Comments focused on: 1) Proposed Stream & Aquatics Resource Plans look
good, but should fully involve willing partners in both detailed planning and execution.
2) USFS should provide for Exclusion and Removal of Feral Horses now causing severe &
extensive damage on the Upper Drainages of the watersheds in the area. 3) Ease of access
through Fences and Exclosure protecting water resources should be provided. 4) The Economic Value of Recreational Fishing & other outdoor recreation should be more clearly
recognized in the document.
The A - S management team has committed to arranging a Field Trip / Meeting with interested parties in the very near future to view site conditions, discuss these comments and how
to incorporate these concerns into the EA and future implementation work on this premier
White Mountains resource area. We’ll be there for that!!!!!
Flows on East Verde River
Water releases on the East Verde River tail water have been reduced, but it’s still very fishable, and those Gila Trout are still hitting. Some even on Drys! Remember, DFC has contributed to the stream restorations being done here by AZGFD / Tonto NF, and this is where
the Gila’s from Canyon Creek Hatchery went. There’s great hope these very active fish will
spawn here and produce truly wild trout. They’re movers! Water releases are expected to
continue through December, according to SRP. They’ll resume likely in April. We’re hoping
for good snows on the Rim!!!!!
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Thank You
Letter from
AZGFD
for
Gila Trout
Hatchery
Program
Contributions!!
Contributions

DFC President Guy Frank
received a great Thank You Letter
from Geoffrey Rabinovich of
AZGFD on behalf of the
Department & the Hatchery Staff
for DFC Club and Individual
contributions to the Gila Trout
Programs at Canyon Creek
Hatchery. Individual DFC Trout
Bums added $ to funds already
provided by the Club for our FY
2019 Conservation Donations.
Well Done DFC Trout Bums, and
Thanks!!!! Let’s do more next
year!! Makes for great fishing!

Well done
DFC
Trout Bums!
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Wade-fishing on Saturday, November 21, 2020 • 7:00 AM
War Veterans Memorial Park • St. Petersburg, FL
by Bill AuCoin, Newsltetter Editior - Suncoast Fly Fishers

Well, some of us met up at 7 am at War Veterans Memorial Park on Boca Ciega Bay and
wade fished. I had a couple of swirls and gurglers but those fish lucked out and didn't get
hooked. Our club president, Rick Warfel, was nearby and he caught an 18.5-inch Spotted
Seatrout on a Clouser. It was very windy-- 20+ I'm guessing -- and fishing was slow (and it
was a tad chilly) so we all decided to call it off about 10 am instead of noon. Then we learned that another club member, Tony, who was fishing from his kayak was missing. One of
the guys tried to reach him on his mobile phone and there was no answer. We were concerned and started talking about maybe calling the Coast Guard. But, finally, Tony did answer
his cell. He said he was okay but it turned out the wind had pushed him quite a distance
away from the park. One of the members drove his pickup and picked up Tony and his 'yak.
All is well.
Questions? Catch me, Bill AuCoin at: wmaucoin2@gmail.com

Suncoast early risers: Kelley, Warfel, Sewell, & Shriver look a tad chilly. Hey, who's got some hot coffee?

DFC OUTINGS • 2020/2021
Saturday: Dececember 5, 2020 • Meet at 8:00 a.m.
ASU RESEARCH PARK- Middle Lake

The lakes are located between Elliot and Warner,
West of the 101. They can be accessed from S. River Parkway.

Host: Joe Staller, stallerjoe@gmail.com • cell phone: 602-568-9431
January • SILVER CREEK • Saturday- January 9,10 & 11, 2021 • Dick Brooks or TBD
February • DANISH CASTING GAMES- McQueen Park
Saturday- February 22, 2021 • Education, Gary Hitterman or TBD

"The great charm of fly-fishing is that we are always learning."
Theodore Gordon
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2020
DFC
ROCKEY
POINT

by Vince Deadmond

Catching
some nice fish

Tom Horvath enjoying the smooth sailing

It's great when things go as planned. Our Rocky Point
trip had no problems with the border, speeding tickets,
break downs, safety issues, or any other concerns. We just
had a darn good time that was very relaxed. The meals
were tasty, spiced with interesting conversations, belly
laughs and funny stories about fishing buddies.
I want to thank everyone who participated in the November 3-10 Rocky Point outing, and made it a success.
We had a total of 11 people and two dogs who were able
to join part or all of the activities. I like to introduce new
people to saltwater fly fishing and we had two guys that
were new to saltwater, Nick Appleton and Cookie Manning. I think both of these guys learned a great deal and
were very appreciative of the tips and coaching that they
received.
We caught large numbers and good sized Orange
Mouth Corvina, probably a dozen 22-24 inch size, one
of our favorite target fish. Rod Buchanan and I caught
enough Corvina to fill the smoker. I hope you got a taste
of the smoked fish. Other fish caught were Cabrilla, Grouper, Bonefish, Trigger, Flounder, Grunt, and some other
fish that had us looking at the fish ID chart. We had a few
hookups with big Sting Rays that turned our boats into
water sleds. Other fish that got our attention some XXL
Trigger at the Jetty that abused Dave Weaver and I, they
out gunned our 8 weight fly rods. The neap tides were
manageable for our pontoon boats and kayaks, and made
for very pleasant fishing. We had one windy day where
we all played tourist.
Even if the fishing was not good, Puerto Penasco is a
wonderful destination. Believe it or not many folks go to
RP and don't even think about fishing! Many places to
eat, drink, socialize, and hang out on the beach. I think
members of the group found several places they would
like to visit again. Cookiez Cantina was a hit and we visited several times, and we have plans to return. Thanks for
the hospitality Cookie.
Vince Deadmond The Retired Fly Fishing Hardware Guy
can be reached at vince@ajbest.com and 480 818 1796.

Group enjoying a meal at El Capatian with masks

One of the many fine dining opportunitites
in Penasco
24 inch Orange Mouth Yes we did catch some quality fish!

More
monkey business

Desert Fly Casters

GOOD, FUN WINTER

PROJECT FOR YOU...
The first time I carried a
wading staff, I was on a trip
to the Two-Hearted
River in Northern Michigan.
With its big rocks, and some
heavy currents and unpredictable footing, the wading
situation on this deep and
wide river is never easy and
often precarious.
I also use the staff to free
snagged flies — from the
bottom of the river to the
tops of the trees (short ones).
So too, the wading staff is a
depth gauge for my next step
in muddy water. And it’s a
machete through the brush.
Once skeptical of the usability
in such a thing, I’m now a
believer. The wading staff is
not an old man’s cane, it’s a
wise man’s tool.
This would be a good project
for any of you Trout Bums and
your Grand Kids...Something
you can build together during
the Winter months..

Useful information from the mind of I. B. WISDOM...Noted chronicler of sorts

2020 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Keeping the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive in 2021.

Frank Schettino- President
Joe Staller-Vice President
Valerie Staller- Treasurer
Marie McClearn- Secretary
Outings- Joe Staller
Programs-Brian Foss
Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King
Membership- Rod Buchanan
Education- Gary Hitterman
Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Raffles- Mike Monroe
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large
Dick Brooks, David Huang,
Charlie Rosser, J.C. Roberson
David Weaver
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

The Last Riffle...

Andy Mill mentioned his use, and preference:
Non Slip Loop Knot
The fly performs more naturally as it swings.

NOTE:

A reminder notice for our Wednesday, December 9, 2020
ZOOM DFC Club Meeting will also be e-mailed to membership prior to meeting.

